
Platform & Framework Widgets
Dashboard Account Status Widget — Displays a list of the user's customer account status, including balance owing and payment terms, as well 
as links to statements and the account payment page.
Dashboard Articles Widget — Displays a list of the site's news articles, with an image, title, a 'read more' link, and the article expiry date.
Dashboard Orders Approval Widget — Displays a panel that lists orders waiting for the user's approval on the User's dashboard.
Dashboard Product Favourites Widget — Displays a list of the user's top 5 favourite products, with links to each product page, as well as an add 
to cart button.
Dashboard Recent Invoices Widget — Displays the logged in user's 5 most recent invoices, with a link to each invoice in detail, as well as a 'View 
All' option.
Dashboard Widget — Displays the user's account pages and profile information in a tiled format.

Dashboard Back Orders Widget — Displays a list of the user's backorders with links to the order detail page.
Menu Widgets

Mega Menu Widget — Renders the category mega menu, in which each top level category is displayed as a menu item, with 
subcategories expanding beneath.
Mobile Menu Widget — Enables the mobile menu, which flies out to the right of the mobile device screen when the user taps the menu 
link. The primary page slides to the left and dims slightly.
Mobile Menu Zoned Widget — Allows for a zoned Mobile Menu instead of the standard Mobile Menu, which adds flexibility to the menu's 
content and layout. With a zoned mobile menu, additional widgets such as images or HTML snippets, can be added.
Navigation Menu Widget — Renders the product category menu, in which all subcategories expand from one top level category menu 
item.
Section Menu Widget — Renders submenu items of a specific menu item.

Page In Development Widget — Renders a popup window at the bottom of the page, advising users that the page or template is still under 
construction.
Scripts & Styles Widget — The new Scripts & Styles widget allows you to bundle related scripts and styles into one widget to function as a unit, or 
add multiple Scripts & Styles widgets to a page so they operate independently. Due to its name, and because the widget functions to run scripts 
or apply styles only, you know at a glance if a page is using customised JavaScript or Style Sheets.
Session Expired Message Widget — Renders the expired session message text.
Store Availability Locator Widget — Displays the 'My Store' locator widget for sites where product availability or pickup location is enabled based 
on a user's selected store. The user enters a postcode or suburb and selects a store from the results returned.
Track Order Widget — Renders order search options and order data displayed in the Order Tracking/Order History feature. 
Web Browser Feature Support Widget — Renders a footer overlay advising users of browser incompatibility. The message is only rendered when 
the widget detects a lack of access to Local Storage.
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